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An inspired blend of melody driven electronica that ranges from dance to ambient songscapes. 10 MP3

Songs ELECTRONIC: Techno, ELECTRONIC: Trance Details: Got the cd yesterday, thanks so much.

I've been busy in the studio doing some projects, so I haven't had time to sit and listen, as I like to do

when I get a new cd. However, I did put it in the car as I go to and from town. Absolutely love the opening

fat analogue bass sound and I really dig the 7 songs that I've had the pleasure to hear. I will have more to

write as I listen more carefully, and on more occasions. Can't wait to hear the rest. Thanks again my

friend for keeping in touch, and for sharing your wonderful creativity with me. Till next time...PAUL

VOUDOURIS: PRODUCER, MUSICIAN: HIT RECORDS. Thanks for the cd. I really enjoy the way this

one flows. Starting out with that echoed bass line and all that echoed percussion. It's a cool song. And the

next three songs are all fast paced big beat techno jams connected together. Great for my walk-jog. Then

you bring the pace down and keep bringing it down to a mellow almost new age feel. I really enjoy that

kind of thing. I love the song called "The Second Coming", after the mellow stuff. The way it starts out

calm and builds to an intense melody driven beat. I like listening to it on headphones when I'm going for

my power walk. What's with all the silence near the end? I thought it was over. All of a sudden out of

nowhere, something starts happening. Wow, you didn't end this one on a mellow note, did you. That last

song is insane!...MARY BARTLEIN: WMSE RADIO
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